
Deep Creek, Mt Potts, Upper Rangitata River 

 

Such a splendid place to go fishing – pictures like this attract anglers from around the world to come and sample our 

world class fishing – this stream has been largely ruined because of an illegal diversion! 

The issue; below shows the original illegally built diversion bank extending off the point between the two branches, 

which has now resulted in the whole stream diverting down this side channel impacting seriously on this very good 

sport fishery.  

 



Below is the 2006 view of the diversion area from Google Earth before any intervention;  

The image shows a large ponding area at the site of the diversion, if I remember it correctly wasn’t very deep, and 

the shallowness at the exit point down close to the single willow tree is what would have controlled the amount of 

flow (a natural weir) going down the side stream.  

 

 

This second goodle earth image is from 2007 – from what F&G staff have isaid, they knew the farmer was doing 

some work in the stream then, it’s possible to see wheel marks heading out toward the stream from a gate in the 

corner of the paddock and the arrow indicated where it looks like he may have done his initial stream intervention 

by cutting through the natural weir therefore creating a deeper channel allowing more flow to run down the side 

channel.  The width looks similar to the width of the vehicle tracks. Since there is no ‘stop bank’ visible I assume he 



must have come back and had another go to build the stop bank, which I estimate was probably around 2010 

sometime, going on the lack of vegetation or erosion to the stop bank when found.  

 

So to summaries it appears the farmer made a least two attempts to divert the stream, he cut out the natural weir, 

then built a stop bank to divert more flow, the gravel for the stop bank would have come from between the Island 

and diversion bank creating a deeper channel there. 

Note how much the level of the natural ponding area has dropped, evidenced from the google earth images and the 

first photo and the appearance of the island. 

As time has gone by the channel has got deeper and deeper as erosion carried the gravel away which has now (May 

2016) resulted in the whole stream diverting.  

This issue was first raised with CSI Fish and Game early December 2011 and the gravel bank was removed by hand 

the following September. 

 

However what didn’t happen was that the channel created in building the diversion was never filled in, nor was the 

natural weir re- established, it was too hard to physically do it by hand, it was clear that it needed machinery to do 

the work, at this time is was a relatively small job, however this work never happened, so the door was left open, 

hence with time, every little fresh has cut the channel deeper and deeper until all of the flow has now diverted. 

 

Next is the current Google Earth image after the stop-bank had been removed; The pond area has shrunk, an island 

has appeared as erosion has cut the channel deeper, the straightness again suggests the farmer did some work in 

the channel down toward the willow to break the natural weir – also notice how the flow in the side stream beside 

the ‘Google Earth’ bottom right of both pictures has shrunk from the previous view, reducing juvenile salmon habitat  

 

 



Overview of diversion; (Measured on Google Earth) 

 

Drying Stretch: As of April 2016 the likely drying stretch is now all but dry. This Drying Zone of the old main stem 

extends the length of the blue line 1.39kms. Note this measurement doesn’t include the loss of the smaller side 

channels as evidences in the first google earth image, which would add to the juvenile salmon rearing capacity 

 



Juvenile Salmon Habitat 

For the salmon fishery the most significant factor in a spawning stream is the amount of food produced to feed all of 

the newly hatched fry, any reduction in that capacity reduces that carrying capacity of the stream, therefore fry are 

force out of the stream by the lack of food sooner than they otherwise would, and at smaller sizes and with lesser 

condition. The Drying reach offers ideal juvenile habitat as it is wide, slower flowing and even the depression made 

by the salmon redds together combine to offer a large stream bed foot print for food production. 

Considering $1 million has recently been spent on building an artificial spawning race which may or may not work 

lower down on the river, it seems extraordinary to ignore this loss natural spawning areas. 

Significant Salmon Spawning Area (red Line);  

 

It’s a little hard to see but on the left hand bank you can see some slight indents formed from where salmon redds 

have been dug in the past when flows here were higher.  This is a 165 meter stretch of prime gravels that was well 

used (There’s a better picture lower down showing this area now largely dewatered)  

The pool where the diversion starts from was also used extensively, and salmon made use of many other areas 

through-out the drying section, a close inspection will still reveal those older redds. 

 

The Trout Fishery  

Deep Creek contains reasonable numbers of above average size trout; there is a genuine opportunity to catch fish up 

to and above 10lbs (Trophy).  

The scenery is stunning; the water gin clear, the walking and access is easy.   

The stream itself is a very stable spring creek that changes only very slowly over time 

The red line below indicates the best trout water, about 4km long, it is the epitome of the best that NZ offers, and 

therefore I rate it as world class - 4 kms of top quality trout water.   

The drying reach removes 1.39km of this water, largely ruining the trout fishing experience on this world class fishery 

Below are F&G clients pictured with an 8.5lbs and 9.5lbs respectively caught in the area immediate above the 

diversion. 



 

 

 

Losses to the Trout Fishery 

The image to the right shows, marked in red  *, the likely holding areas 

where in my experience I have encountered trout in the drying reach, 

and signifies the extent of the now lost opportunities to trout anglers 

in this high quality stream. Regularly, anglers would encounter 

between 8 – 11 trout along this stretch of river – this is now lost 

This impacts on the fishery by reducing the total angling opportunity to 

the point now that there are two short sections separated by 1.39km – 

it’s no longer a full days fishing, so detracts from the effort to travel to 

such areas to fish, and it’s noticeable less anglers are fishing there now, 

and it has the added negative affect of concentrating anglers on other 

waters in the district which are already under pressure from other 

issues 

In the interim; 

The person responsible for building the diversion was the previous land 

owner; the property has since undergone tenure review and changed 

hands. DOC now owns the stream bed. 

No attempt was made to prosecute the person responsible I believe. 

I asked F&G to continue to work to get this repaired, and had offered 

to pay for the resource consent needed and the digger to do the work, 

and for some time I understood they were working towards that goal, 



however somewhere along the way a change of mind occurred and it was decided no further work would be 

undertaken. 

I asked F&G Councillor Kevin Payne to raise the issue again with the Council, it was discussed but no further action 

was forth coming, nor would they support myself, through the Future Rivers Trust, to go ahead and get it fixed. 

There is a lot more info and pictures on the FR website, showing the flow in the diversion, erosion in the diversion, 

and earlier images of the main stream when more flow was present. 

Legal status; 

No resource consent was obtained to build the diversion so it was an illegal act 

Deep Creek is protected under the Rangitata Conservation Order for its contribution to the outstanding Rangitata 

salmon fishery. 

And there is also protection under the Conservation Act; 

26ZJOffences relating to spawning fish 

• (1)Every person commits an offence who— 

(a) disturbs or damages the spawning ground of any freshwater fish  

 

 

The Current Situation; 

Because the channel created when building the illegal diversion was never closed, erosion has continued to cut this 

channel deeper until the present day situation sees the natural main stem now drying completely… 

The effect of this illegal diversion is to cause the natural main stem to dry up resulting in a; 

 Loss of flow in natural main stem (up to 1.39km of 1.76km in the affected area) or 1.39km out of a total of 

6.51km of main stem resulting in; 

 Loss of salmon spawning areas 1.76km 

 Loss of adult trout habitat 1.76km 

 Loss of juvenile salmon & juvenile trout habitat of 1.39km (plus side channels not measured)   Note the 

importance to salmon fishery with holding capacity being is a limiting factor 

 Loss of native flora and fauna over the 1.39km:          Note home to rare upland Galaxias 

 Loss of a secondary channel of 1.39km 

 Loss of up to 3.10 total km of productive habitat when including both the reduced values within the diverted 

flow and the now dry main-stem reach when comparing it to the pre-diversion flows 

 Increased erosion caused by the extra water scouring out the much narrower true right branch possess a risk 

of silt/sediment deposits impacting on the 25% – 40% of salmon spawning areas below this point as pointed 

out by F&G staff. 

 F&G staff estimates 10% of salmon spawning occurred in the now dry main channel, 60% – 90% of all 

Rangitata salmon spawning occurs in DC so a loss of 6 – 9% of total Rangitata spawning areas 

 For trout fishing this stretch can contain 8 - 11 adult fish – without it the guts is ripped out of this world class 

spring creek fishery, with just the top and bottom sections remaining 

 

http://www.futurerivers.co.nz/deep_creek.html


The Receiving Channel    

The receiving channel, where the water has been diverted to offers very little to the angler or fish, F&G staff have 

agreed to that, it is shorter, faster flowing, narrow, and quite straight comparatively, with a lot of new erosion within 

it as the much higher volume of water is squeezed into the narrow channel 

The top half of the receiving flow has still to cut through the soil stream base so there is little salmon spawning 

gravel, very few salmon were observed spawning in the receiving flow when visited recently in April, 3 – 4 at most 

and no trout observed.  

In time this area will offer more to fish, but in my opinion it will never come close to replacing what is lost, mostly 

because it is narrow, straight and fast, and because of the streams overall stability (eg its stability is demonstrated by 

it taking 4 years for it to divert even though it was clear from day one it would do so) so it will take many years to 

achieve its best outcome, which are likely to be of much lesser value overall. 

 

The above photo clearly shows the underlying streambed soil, salmon require gravel to spawn in; much of the top 

half of the diversion channel is like this with little spawning opportunity 



       

Straight, reasonably fast and no holding water…. 

 

Way to fast to hold fish 



 

There are a couple of places in time that will hold trout as erosion cuts these corners out, that’s a lot less than the 8 

– 11 fish commonly found in the old channel 

 



 

Note the silty colour of the water, the extensive erosion that will be on going for many years, depositing silt onto the 

prime salmon spawn gravels below. 

 

Environmental Restoration 

I believe an environmental restoration of this area is still very possible, though made harder by the passage of time 

and the lack of an effective first up response from F&G 

Previously the ponding area controlled the amount of water going down the side channel by way of its shallowness 

and a natural weir toward the bottom exit. To return the stream to a pre division state will require the rebuilding of 

the natural weir and rebuilding the stream bank to stop flood waters scoring it away again. 

Gravel to recreate the natural weir can be taken from the main stream bed channel as a channel will need to be 

created to allow the water flow to return to the main channel while the diversion is closed. The main stream bed 

may need some restorative work to return the pool depth and water speed to close to what was there prior. Over 

time the natural movement of gravel will no doubt fill in the pool again bringing it back to its natural depth.  

Recreating the natural pre-existing ponding area at the division site will flood this area, hiding most of the visual 

impacts of this work and lead to an environmentally acceptable way of achieving a lasting repair. All works would 

largely be covered by water so will be visually unobtrusive. And depending on how the weir is reconstructed it 

should also be unobtrusive. Grass and tussock cover can be re-established to hide any obvious works 

Disturbance of the stream bed sediment will cause temporary discolouration and silt dispersal though will quickly 

settle down once the work is completed, and overall the work will reduce the sediment load in the stream by 

reducing erosion 

 



       

Left hand picture is the pre diversion view. Recreating the natural weir and rebuilding the stream bank will fix this 

issue. The arrow indicates the vicinity of the natural weir. Right hand is the most recent Google earth view. 

It’s notable that the Lord of the Rings was filmed in this area, only about 2.4kms away; the town of Edoras was built 

and removed. The repair of this stream would be a lot less technical, less intrusive, with minimal ongoing 

environmental impact, certainly a lot smaller project than the work associated with the movie. There are two large 

stop banks built by F&G above the stream to stop the main Rangitata River flooding through the area, there’s a 

vehicle crossing to the Lord of the Rings site, and there has been a large willow remove project involving heavy 

machinery on a similar stream directly opposite on the south side of the Rangitata river - all much more invasive 

than the repair work needed on this stream. 

 

Steps required; 

a) Preparation of a plan for the environmental restoration preferably from someone with experience in this 

type of work with costing 

b) Apply for a resource consent to proceed 

c) Implementation 

d) Ongoing monitoring and consultation 

 

Resource Consent 

When F&G said no to allowing myself to get this stream fixed I did enquire from Ecan the likelihood of being able to 

obtain a consent – and they advised it was very unlikely without F&G support, however suggested if F&G change 

their mine Ecan would be happy to revisit this, and said with F&G support a iiresource consent would be no big 

hurdle. 

 

 



Below is the current state of the stream, with photographs from April 2016; 

 

 

Above Dewatered main stem just below the diversion 

 

 

 

 



Dewatered Mid-section 

 

Above: Dewatered significant salmon spawning area: a 165 meter stretch now gone! 

 

 

 

 

 



A close up of the previous picture clearly showing the extensive dewatered old salmon redds! 

 

 

 

Above is another picture of the drying main channel lower down 

 

Summary 

F&G are required to manage, maintain and enhance our sports fisheries – so F&G do have a responsibility to see that 

this stream is fixed. 

This stream is also protected by the iiiRangitata Water Conservation Order, paid for by licence holders to protect its 

fisheries values. F&G have a responsibility to all licence holders to protect that investment. 

As well as being an important salmon spawning stream it is a highly valued trout fishery that prior to this diversion 

had several parties of anglers visiting it most days in the height of the season.  – Considered by many to be the 

epitome of back country fishing in Canterbury. Clear water, large fish, largely unmodified country and stunning 

scenery add up to a world class fishery  

We have lost so many of our fisheries, this is one that we can do something about, to continue to ignore this stream 

plight, caused by illegal activities in the first instance, is not what stakeholder expect, and is in breach of F&Gs  

statutory duty to licence holders 

Steve Gerard 

05/05/2016 

                                                             
i
 Note the F&G staff were aware of the farmer messing with this stream just one year after the Rangitata Conservation Order 
was gazetted providing protection for this stream – it appears they ignored this work! 
 



                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
ii From Mr Richard Purdon - Ecan 15/10/2015; 

Hi Steve, my apologies for the delayed response. Yes, I can confirm a resource consent could be granted for this kind of work. 

What I was getting at before was that it would be a tall order without F & G’s support as it is listed in our plan in a special 

schedule demanding special protections due to its outstanding nature as a salmon spawning location. If F & G came forward in 

support of such work I suggest a resource consent would not be a big hurdle. They would not necessarily have to apply for it, 

just give written approval in support of it. 

iii Schedule 2 Protected waters: Unnamed tributaries of the Rangitata River and other water bodies adjacent to the Rangitata 
River joining the Rangitata River at or about J36:390316 and known as Brabazon Fan; J36:348379 and known as Black Mountain 
Stream; J36:414330 and known as Deep Creek (Mt Potts); J36:460242 and known as Deep Stream (Mesopotamia). 


